
Turkey: The collapse of the lira has created a debt and liquidity crisis

Event: Finance Minister Berat Albayrak held a conference call on the economy with investors on
August 14. 

Significance: The dramatic fall in the lira is turning a currency crisis into a full-blown debt and
liquidity crisis. Although Turkey’s five-year credit default spread is at its highest level since the
2008 financial crisis, overtaking Greek sovereign credit risk, President Erdogan refuses to
authorise the aggressive monetary and fiscal policies required to stabilise the currency and
shore up the banking sector. If foreign creditors stop rolling over their loans to Turkish banks and
companies, more draconian measures may be needed to restore confidence. These could
include the imposition of capital controls or a bailout from the IMF.

Analysis: The dramatic sell-off in Turkish assets resulted from a confluence of domestic and
external vulnerabilities. These include a sudden surge in headline inflation to more than three
times the central bank's 5% target; mounting concerns about Turkey's ability to meet its external
financing requirements, which amount to an annual 230 billion dollars on a gross basis,
according to JPMorgan; and persistent strain on emerging market (EM) assets stemming mainly
from this year's sharp rally in the dollar.

The imposition of new US sanctions on August 1 in retaliation for the detention of US pastor
Andrew Brunson and others accused of involvement in the 2016 attempted coup added to the
pressure already caused by putative trade tariffs.

The lira has plummeted by 30% against the dollar since the end of July, making it the world's
worst-performing currency this year. The fall has led to fierce declines in local bonds, with the
yields on two- and ten-year domestic government debt soaring by almost 500 and 370 basis
points, to 25.2% and 21.5%, respectively. Turkish stocks, meanwhile, are down by 57% in dollar
terms this year and are at their lowest levels since March 2009, with banking shares faring the
worst.

The severity of the price declines, moreover, come at a time when EM assets, in particular
China's currency and equity markets, are under significant strain and jitters in Italy's bond market
have focused attention on vulnerabilities in the euro-area's banking sector. Several of the bloc's
largest lenders, notably Spain's BBVA, have significant exposures to Turkey.

Turkey's severe financial woes are unlikely to trigger a full-fledged EM crisis. However, the
discernible shift in the way in which international investors view the situation in Turkey -- from a
domestic problem to one with broader implications for global markets -- is likely to become more
pronounced in the coming weeks, particularly given the increased volatility in markets due to the
summer holidays.

Turkey's current account deficit, estimated to be close to 6% of GDP this year, is one of the
largest in developing economies. The share of foreign currency-denominated corporate and
government debt is the second-highest among EMs after Argentina, according to the Institute of
International Finance.

In a sign of the extent to which Turkey's woes are weighing on sentiment towards other risky
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EMs, notably South Africa, the JPMorgan Emerging Market Volatility Index, a gauge of implied
volatility for EM currencies, has risen to its highest level since the surprise devaluation of China's
currency in August 2015.

The spillover effects from Turkey's crisis are also becoming evident in the euro-area's banking
sector, which is owed close to 170 billion dollars by Turkish borrowers. Turkey accounts for 13%
of BBVA's loan book (through its 50% stake in Garanti Bank) and 4% of Italy's UniCredit's
(through its 40% stake in Yapi Kredi Bankasi). Declining capital ratios and pressures from losses
from bond and FX portfolios increase the risk of foreign lenders being forced to walk away from
their Turkish investments.

The measures aimed at curbing speculation against the lira and injecting liquidity into the
banking system announced on August 13 by the Central Bank (TCMB) and the Banking
Regulation and Supervision Agency are seen by investors as woefully inadequate. JPMorgan
has called for a "comprehensive package" involving interest rate hikes of 500-1,000 basis points,
fiscal measures to shore up and recapitalise banks and deal with non-performing loans and,
above all, a "general policy framework" taking into account the need for deleveraging even at the
cost of a recession.

The degree of contagion to other EMs and Europe's banking sector will hinge largely on the
perceived credibility of the policy response in Turkey. Yet in order for any programme to be
perceived as credible, it will require the backing of President Erdogan.

Markets had previously turned a blind eye to Erdogan's autocratic rule and nationalist agenda.
However, the president, who has repeatedly called for lower interest rates and has equated
higher borrowing costs with treason, has emerged as the focal point of investor anxiety.

Markets have become more concerned about the politicisation of economic policy since Erdogan
appointed his son-in-law, Berat Albayrak, as the country's new finance minister, following the
sidelining of Mehmet Simsek, the technocratic former deputy premier.

Despite the severity of Turkey's crisis, Erdogan is doubling down on his anti-market and
conspiratorial rhetoric, lashing out at economic "traitors" and calling on Turks to smash US
electronic goods and convert their dollars "and gold under the pillow" into lira as part of a
"national struggle".

The increased market sensitivity to Erdogan's intransigence makes it extremely difficult for
policymakers to stem the slide in the lira. Not only does the president's vociferous opposition to
further interest rate hikes undermine the TCMB's credibility at a time when it needs to take the
lead in restoring confidence, it also makes it very unlikely that Turkey will voluntarily apply for an
IMF-backed programme to restore confidence in its markets and economy.

Looking ahead: Aggressive hikes in interest rates are no longer sufficient to stem the rout in the
lira and could even prove counterproductive if not undertaken as part of a comprehensive
package to backstop the vulnerable banking sector. In the absence of ‘shock and awe’ policies
to put an end to the downward spiral in Turkish assets, a debilitating balance of payments crisis
is likely. 
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